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REMOTE DEVICE TO DETECT THE NEUTRONS AND GAMMA-RAY ACTIVITY
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ABSTRACT

Two options of the device (neutron and gamma) were developed to detect and register in
memory the results of measurements. Devices are battery powered and could perform monitoring
for the long time which was achieved by very low energy consumption. For the gamma option of
the device this level is approximately equal to 1 mA and not less then 1 year of the remote monitoring
without batteries changing. There is build in processor and 512 Kb memory so the device is
capable to put into the memory not only results of the measurements but the date also and perform
the necessary processing of the information The information could be transferred out throw infrared
interface with RS232 protocol.. Devices have high level of the IP protection. The gamma device
could be used under water and for the neutron device the protection is IP-65. The devices could be
used for remote monitoring under heavy climatic conditions where external power is not available.
It could be used for example as radiation seals at some kind of nuclear materials storage or the
possible routes of the transfer of materials or some other way.

The goal of the development and field of implementation

The goal was to develop monitoring devices with extremely low power consumption capable
to detect radioactivity exceeding the background; (gamma and neutrons). The Goal was achieved
by using special new technical solutions and modern electronics materials.

The devices could be used as follows:
• Detection of unauthorized movement (removal) of the nuclear material and/or radioactive

sources from the facility. As an example it could be long term storage of the materials or
something like that. Usage of the devices together with some kind of seals could be
considered as dual surveillance measures. The main goal of such a surveillance is to
confirm the continuity of knowledge of the previous verification of the materials.

• Monitoring of the radioactivity for different purposes in places with harsh climatic
conditions and where the usual power supply is not available.

Technical features of the device

Devices are battery powered and intended to be used for long autonomous functioning. Devices
have enclosure with high level of the environmental protection and could be used in wide range of
the temperature conditions - from minus 20°C to +60°C and at moisture level up to 100%. The
main technical characteristics are as follows:
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The type of the registered radioactivity
Counters
Sensitivity
Build in memory
Periodicity of background measurement
Saved information
Output information:

type of the output channel
bout rate
maximum time of information transfer

Device for reading of information
Power supply
Time of functioning from one kit of batteries
("DRACELL" type, T°O0)
The level of environment protection

Y device neutron device
у neutrons
CTC-6(GM) СИ-19Н(Не-3)
310 (c/s)/(MdVs) 1.4 c*cm2/n
512Kb 512Kb
1 hour 1 hour
month, day, hour, minute, value of the actix

optical, infrared
9600 bits/s
20 minutes (for 512 Kb)
IBM - compatible PC with RS -232
4 elements LR20, (6 V)
> 1 year > 3 month

IP68 IP65

Functioning of the device

After initiating the device is functioning the following way:

Mode 1. Monitoring (watch mode):

Wfatchmode The regime of the device operations is

regulated by the timer. Once in the hour (00 min
00 s) the device is measuring the activity (t =256 s
for gamma and t=64 s for neutron device). The value
is going to the memory and is used to calculate the
threshold value (bkg+n*a). The threshold value is
stored in the special electronic circuits. Further
the device is working in "sleeping regime". Only
a few circuits are in operation. The main of them
is the circuits which performs quick
measurement of the activity (t=16 s for gamma
and t=8 s for neutron device) and comparison it

with the threshold. Processor during that operation is switched "OFF". If the count rate is less
than threshold value than the operation of the quick measurement and comparison to the threshold
is repeated and so on. Once in the hour (00 min 00 s) the device is wakened up. All circuits are in
operation but only for the time a little bit more than 256 s for gamma and 64 s for neutron device.
During this time the measurement and processing of the information by processor is performed.
The measured information and data are going to the memory. After that the main circuits of the
device are switched "OFF" and device is going to the sleeping mode during which only quick
measurements and comparison to the threshold is performed. During such a mode the slow processes
(change in the activity during 16s. is less man threshold value) are monitored with periodicity -
once per hour (Fig. 1). Marked points - the data to memory.

Mode 2. Events detection:

Different situation could occur if there is fast change of the activity. (Release of the activity,
movement of the guarded material, etc.). Fast change means that the change of the activity during
16 s (8 s for neutron device) is more than the threshold value.

Rg.1.
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Events detection In that case the device is functioning the following
way. First of all it is wakened up so all circuits
are in operation and stay in the operation till the
data exceeds the threshold. The main part of the
device begins to work in this mode. It is a
MICROCOMPUTER, nonvolatile memory and
their framing elements. The measurement time is
64 s. The comparison to the threshold is performed
as well. If it less of the threshold than processor
is simply self disconnected (device moves over
to the watch mode), otherwise the information on

Fig. 2 me. - ^ е v a j u e o f t j j e s j g n a i a n c i time of the event is

brought in the nonvolatile memory. The next event

could be registered after passing at least 5 minutes. It is performed to safe power. Nevertheless
there is option of the software to register events each 8 s. In such a mode even short changes of the
activity could be registered (Fig.2.). Marked points - the data to memory.

Both modes of measurement and processing are characterized by one general particularity:
The main part of the time (64 s and 256 s) is used to measure the signal. Only a few ms are used for
processing of the information by processor. In that case it becomes possible to use the processor
(87C51) in the half sleeping mode when only part of this processor connected with measurements
are working. Because of this measures the power consumption in this mode becomes 4-5 mA.
Otherwise it would be much more.

Mode 3. Data transfer

Mode of the data transfer is initiated on the request from the external device through the
optical channel interface. In this mode the entire block of accumulated information is removed
from the memory of the device and transferred through the infrared optical interface to the external
PC. After this the device is reinitialized. This mode is the most power consumption mode. The
current consumption is -16 mA.

Components of the devices

The device consists of:
GM counter (CTC-6) for GM device and He3 counter for neutron device
Low power consumption high voltage power supply
Watch dog circuits in sleeping regime (looking for increasing of the activity)
Timer (10 mkA power consumption)
Processor and memory (512 Kb)
Infrared interface
Enclosure (shallow underwater usage)
Node of feeding of counter presents itself a special stabilizing converter of voltage with

independent excitement on transistors. Input voltage of node is (4...6)V, output - (380...400)V for
GM device and 1400 V for neutron device. Stabilization of output voltage is realized by pulse
amplitude stabilization on the primary winding of transformer. Power consumption of this node in
sleeping mode is 30-35 mkA for GM device and no more than 1 mA for neutron device.

System timer is intended to keep the real-time and hour's marks for switching "ON" the
processor for the background measurement. Access to the timer is produced through the consequent
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channel PC, consisting of the 2 buses: bus of the data (SDA) and bus of synchronizing (SCL).
Emulation of cycles of channel is produced by software. In view of importance of information
saved in the timer its feeding are back upped: under normal operation the timer gets power supply
from the main source (main batteries), but when there are changing of the batteries it gets power
supply from back up elements. Mode of operation is selected such a way that at the presence of the
main battery, back up elements are unplugged and are not discharged, i.e. term of their service is
sufficiently long (design value is not less than 5 years).

Main elements of the microprocessor unit (MPU) are a one crystal micro-COMPUTER with
the internal memory of programs and external nonvolatile memory of 512 Kb. The main part of the
time the MPU (as it was indicated above) is switched "OFF" and does not consume energies.
After switching "ON" the micro-COMPUTER begins to execute a program from the internal
memory.

Infrared interface consist of 2 parts: receiving module on and transferring module. Program of
output of data quantifies data, accumulated for a time from past sensing, consecutively removes
them in the channel and reinitializes a system with the initial background measurement.

Enclosure for the gamma device was constructed as a tube so it could stand the operation
under the shallow water. For the neutron device there is not sense to use it underwater so it was
constructed such a way to stand at least under heavy rain and snow. It should be noticed that there
is a moderator inside of the enclosure to increase the sensitivity of the device to fast neutrons.

Results of tests

Detection of the Pu sample

distance, cm
Fig. 3

Estimation of the sensitivity of the gamma
device "Mousey" to the detection of the
Uranium was performed using the Uranium
sample (2.1 g of U235, 11.9 g of U238). The
background count rate was 0.9 c/s. The sample
was detected on the distance of 10 cm - count
rate =1.9 c/s. The sensitivity could be increased
in next generation of the device using a number
of GM tubes used in parallel. Additionally the

All technical features of the device including
duration of the operating without changing of the
batteries very tested under laboratory conditions
according to the program of testing. Devices
successfully passed all the tests. Because of
routine procedures and considerable volume of
information the data are not presented on the
report. Below there are results of a couple of
experiments that show the ability of the devices
to detect some specific sources and nuclear
materials.

Detection of the neutron source
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Fig. 4

sensitivity of the device to the plutonium sample (4.5 g) was tested as well. The background count
rate was the same - 0.9 c/s. The results are presented in the Fig.3.

The sensitivity of the neutron device to detect the neutron source of the 106n/s was checked as
well. The results are presented in the Fig.4. The threshold was installed as 5*a but not less as three
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neutrons for 8 s. It means that the threshold value was about 0.3 c/s. The distance of the detection
was more than 10 meters.

Additionally the sensitivity of the neutron device to detect the plutonium sample of 4.5 g was
checked as well. The threshold was installed as above - 5*o but not less as three neutrons for 8 s.
The sample was detected on the distance of 25 cm or less.

Conclusion

The device for monitoring of gamma activity and neutrons with the following advantages was
successfully developed and manufactured:

Extremely low power consumption which allow the long time of monitoring (up to one year or
even more for GM device).
1. High level of the intellect (build in processor)
2. A big memory to remember results (512 Kb) including the date of events (min, hour, day,

month, year)
3. Extremely simple and highly automated mode of operating
4. Infrared interface to pass information to the external computer
5. High level of the IP protection
6. Wide range of the possible application
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